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RECENT BOOKS
This department undertakes to note or review brieHy current books on law and materials closely related thereto. Periodicals, court reports, and other publications that appear
at frequent intervals are not included. The information given in the notes is derived from
inspection of the books, publishers' literature, and the ordinary library sources.

BRIEF REVIEWS
By Jon Skeie. Oslo: Gyldendal Norsk Forlag.
1950. Pp. 324.
Remnants from the Viking Age in Norwegian Law. While the special property rights of the nobility and other privileged classes today have been practically
abolished in the Western World, there are two institutions that are as old as the
feudal system and that have remained practically unchanged throughout the
centuries although they bear the de6nite earmarks of feudal or noble rights.
These peculiar institutions are known only in one country, Norway, where
they originated and still are very much alive. The late professor Jon Skeie (18711951) of the University of Oslo, in his book Odelsretten og Aseteretten, has
treated these institutions more thoroughly and in more detail than any jurist
before him. I propose to give the American reader a short resume of these institutions and will then briefly review professor Skeie's book.
The Odelsrett. The Norwegian word "odel" (the corresponding English
word is "odal") is derived from the Old Norse word "othal" meaning cultivated
land as contrary to uncultivated land. It later came to mean land to which a
family had a preclusive purchase right, "odelsrett" or odal right. The word
odelsrett also means odal law, of the system of statutory and common law that
regulate the odelsrett.
The odelsrett is, as already stated, a preclusive purchase right. It may be
exercised either by the party that originally acquired the right or his descendants
in accordance with a certain priority system if the property should be sold to a
party not having odelsrett or having odelsrett of a lower priority. The object of
this right is farm land with or without buildings and other improvements.
The odelsrett may be acquired in one of the three following ways: (I) Ownership of the land for a certain period of time. This period has been changed
from time to time through the centuries. One of the earliest Norwegian codi6cations that have been preserved (the Gulathing law which was codi6ed in the
12th century) requires that the property must have been owned by the same
family through live generations and have been passed on to the sixth. This
requirement was later modi6ed to 60 years, then to 30, 20 and for a while (from
1770 to 1857) it was only ten years. From 1857 to date the period has been 20
years. (2) Descent from the party that first acquired the right. All descendants
of the party that first acquired the right inherit the odelsrett. There are a few
restrictions, e.g., as regards illegitimate children. In the course of time the number of potential claimants may become quite impressive, and there are many
farms in Norway to which thousands of people have odelsrett. (3) Exchange of
0nBLSRB'ITBN OG AsETERE'ITBN.
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odel property for other odel property. An owner of property to which he has
odelsrett may exchange it for property to which the other party has odelsrett.
This exchange means simultaneous abandonment and acquisition of odelsrett
on both sides. The rule applies only if there is an even exchange, not where one
of the parties has to make an additional payment.
The odelsrett may cease to exist in one of the following five ways: (I) Abandonment of the right. Odelsrett may not be transferred (except as mentioned
above through an even exchange of odel property), but may be abandoned, e.g.,
in order to facilitate sale of odel property to a party not having odelsrett that
otherwise would be reluctant to buy because of the threat the right would mean
as a repurchase right on the part of the seller. The law permits the owner to
abandon his own right but not that of his children or anyone else. (2) Statute
of limitations. This is one of the central provisions in the odel law. The odelsrett
must be exercised within a certain time after the title to the property has been
transferred. In the course of time this period has varied from six months to 60
years. It is obvious that the longer the period, the better the protection of the
right, and the efforts that have been made to at least limit the odelsrett through
legislation have been concentrated on increasing the time required to acquire
the right through possession and limiting the period within which the right may
be exercised. The period during the past century has been altematingly three
and five years. Since 1942 it has been three years. (3) Secret possession. If an
owner of odel property sells the property to an outsider, and keeps the sale a
secret (e.g., does not record the title) the purchaser will acquire odelsrett after
20 years, thereby extinguishing the right of other odelsrett holders ( excepting of
course those that derive their right from his). (4) The use of odel property for
specific purposes. There are four categories of uses that eliminate the odelsrett:
(a) industrial, (b) home construction, (c) division of the property into smaller
farms and (d) state or municipal uses. No formalities are required to extinguish
the odelsrett in the first three instances, but the final decision may be referred to
the courts. In the fourth instance, a royal decree is required. (5) Expropriation.
In the cases where the law authorizes expropriation of odel property for private
or public use, expropriation extinguishes the odelsrett to that property.
As previously indicated, the holder of odelsrett may exercise his right in
accordance with a certain priority system. Only the direct descendants of the
original holder of the right may claim it, and the sons go ahead of daughters and
the older ahead of the younger. The exercise of odelsrett involves certain special
procedures prescribed in the law.
The Aseterett. The word "asete" means possession, estate and property.
Aseterett is the right of the eldest son of the deceased owner to take over his farm
and at a reasonable price. It is in effect a type of inheritance right for the eldest
son, enabling him to carry on the family traditions of farming through purchase
of the homestead at a reasonable price.
While the aseterett does not presuppose the odelsrett and vice versa, the two
institutions supplement each other iri that they both serve the purpose of keeping
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farm property in the same family. Aseterett can be acquired only through relationship to the deceased owner, and cannot be sold or otherwise transferred. The
right applies to farm property whether or not this also is odel property. The right
can be exercised only when the estate of the deceased is being settled, and ceases
by not being exercised, but may also be expressly abandoned, e.g., prior to the
death of the owner of the estate.
Professor Skeie's book is an unusual publication in more than one respect.
Not since 1846 when the last edition of Justice U. A. Motzfeldt's book (Lovgivningen om Odelsretten og Aasedesretten) came out has a comprehensive study
of these institutions been published. The reason for this has not been lack of
interest and demand for such a book. On the contrary, the number of litigations
that arise from these rights is relatively large, and has been one of the main
arguments against retaining them. The subject matter is, however, anything but
simple, and while many practicing attorneys have specialized in this field, few
jurists have taken up the challenge to treat the matter in the literature, at least
on a comprehensive basis.
As one of Professor Skeie's students at the University of Oslo during the
middle thirties, it gives me a particular pleasure to review this book which, as it
happened, was the last major work he completed before his death. Professor
Skeie was without doubt the most productive author of his contemporaries at the
Law School, and his authorship covered a very wide range of subjects. While
civil procedure and criminal law and procedure were his main fields, there is
hardly a discipline within Norwegian law about which he has not written. His
production reveals an extraordinarily thorough and conscientious mind, and
while his books would seem rather overwhelming to the young student, the practicing lawyer would find them extremely useful because of their almost encyclopedic treatment of the subject matter. Professor Skeie was an exacting teacher
and colleague, but was never more exacting of anyone than of himself. His
capacity for work was unparalleled. He came of old peasant stock from one of
the oldest settlements in Norway, and had himself been a farmer until he, at a
relatively advanced age, studied law and became professor of law at the University of Oslo. With his deep interest in and understanding of the problems of
the Norwegian farmer, his interest in the odelsrett and aseterett antedated his
career as a jurist. He was therefore uniquely well qualified for the task of writing a comprehensive study on this subject.
Not only because the book is the only up to date work in this field but also
because it is an unusually thorough presentation of the current law, it is an indispensable guide for the Norwegian attorney as well as for the judge, yes, one
might also add, for the Norwegian farmer himself. A reader, even a non-Norwegian reader, will probably find things of interest in Skeie's book, particularly in
Chapter I, which deals with the history of the odelsrett and aseterett. He will
find that through the centuries, these institutions have not remained unchallenged and that while good arguments were put forth to retain them, many of
the arguments against them are still valid and probably stronger than ever.
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Skeie's position is decidedly that of the defender and protector of these rights,
and while I would hesitate to say that his presentation is biased, there are many
aspects of the disadvantages of these institutions that could have been emphasized
more strongly. One may go along with the argument that in a society such as
the Norwegian society through the 18th century, the economic and social stability of the independent farmer was an advantage which the odelsrett and aseterett
were instrumental in maintaining, in that speculation in and accumulation of
farmland was made difficult. These rights definitely gave the farming class a
pride and social esteem ( which still prevails) which to a considerable extent
compensated for its somewhat meager and precarious existence. But it is difficult
to understand that today, where agriculture, like other industries, is undergoing
a rapid development, the pioneer farmer, who at his own expense introduces new
methods, shall be punished through the preclusive purchase right of a holder of
odelsrett, who himself may know nothing about farming. And to maintain a
hereditary economic privilege like the aseterett in a country that today is so far
along the road toward state socialism is somewhat difficult to comprehend.
It is quite true, as Skeie emphasizes, that the odelsrett in times of depression
and falling prices, can enable a farmer with a heavily mortgaged farm to reduce
his debt by letting the bank take it over, and then repurchase it at a lower price
later. But if the legislators agree that the farmer should have the privilege of
reducing his debt in time of depression, it is difficult to see that the odelsrett
should be the logical instrument, and that the bank should take the loss. The
odelsrett was not intended to enable the farmer to get involved in stockmarket
operations (as frequently happened during World War I) using the farm as
security and then write off most of his losses by employing his odelsrett. It is
difficult to see this as a convincing raison d!etre for the odelsrett, particularly
when, as often has happened, the farmer exercises his odelsrett only in the name,
and resells the property on short order and with a profit to an outsider.
A student of Skeie's book will get an interesting and detailed presentation of
the odelsrett and the aseterett, but I doubt very much that he will feel convinced
that these institutions have not outlived themselves or at least should be severely
curtailed.
I might in conclusion add that if Norway, as for instance the United States,
had been a country with a large and steadily migrating population, these rights
.would not have survived. But Norway has a small and relatively stable population, negligible immigration but a sizable emigration which, in the final analysis,
at least in part, was most likely caused by the odelsrett and the aseterett.
Nils B. Skavang,
Office of International
Materials Policy,
U.S. Department of State

